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 CHAPTER 5 – CONCLUSION 

5.1 Overview 

The final chapter which summarizes the conclusion and the recommendations of the 

research study will discuss the findings of the study in concise manner referring to the 

objectives defined in the first chapter. In addition to that, the author will use this chapter 

to explain some guidelines and best practices in terms of recommendations to the 

investors who are planning to invest on open source companies in future. Through the 

final section of the chapter the author will discuss possible extensions to the research that 

could be done for further research activities. 

 

5.2 Explaining the research summary against the research objectives 

This research study was intended to provide guidelines and new findings for investors 

who are willing to invest money on open source software companies. Basically the study 

was intended to find out whether there are any factors that influences the revenue 

generation of open source companies. As a result many characteristics were looked at and 

only a few were selected for the analysis due to the limited time frame. Therefore six 

mainly visible characteristics were considered as independent variables and hypotheses 

were built upon these selected characteristics. Since the information that were collected 

are in such a state that they remain constant at all times. Therefore no reliability testing 

was required for the collected data. The objective of the research was to find out whether 

there are any influencing factors which affects the revenue generation. Since data of 

different types were considered in the study, Chi-Square statistical tests were carried out 

to find out the relationships independent variables and the dependent variable. 
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In this section each of the research objectives identified in chapter 1 will be explained 

through the researched areas. The first objective of the research study was to study the 

open source companies in the world and analyze what type of business models, revenue 

models they are following and what type of applications they are developing. This 

objective was addressed through the literature survey section in Chapter 2. With regard to 

the literature survey five most commonly used business models were considered namely; 

Dual Licensing model, Pure Open Source model, OSS and Commercial Versions, 

Badgeware and Sell Software Appliances. Additionally seven licensing models namely; 

GPL, BSD, LGPL, AGPL, MPL, Apache License, Custom licenses and also seven 

revenue models namely; ITSC, Subscription, Licensing, Annual Fee, ITSC and 

Subscription, ITSC and Licensing, Subscription and Licensing were identified. Then 

through the literature survey and other different means, nine types of applications were 

considered for the research study. They are Operating System Software, Middleware, End 

User Applications, Enterprise Applications, Desktop Applications, Database 

Applications, Development Tools, Network Related Software and Internet Based 

Solutions.  

The next objective was to identify the impact of these identified business models, revenue 

models, applications developed. Explanation for this objective was done through the 

analysis section 4.4 in Chapter 4. Through the analysis done it was identified that the 

business models, revenue models, type of license used, multiple revenue models being 

used and the type of application developed were not influencing factors for the generating 

revenue for the company. On the other hand developing multiple applications does have 

an impact on the revenue generated.  

The final objective was to build a model using the variables identified in chapter 3 also 

known as the success factors of open source companies. Section 4.5 describes how some 

combinations of these success factors are used to build different models.  
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The results of the hypotheses in the research study are shown in Table 5.1. 

 Table 5-1 Results of hypotheses 

Dimension Hypothesis Acceptance 

Business/Licensing 

Model 

H [1.1] : Relationship between the revenue generated  and 

the type of business/licensing model followed 

H [1.1] 0 

H [1.2] : Relationship between the revenue generated and 

type of OSS licenses being used 

H [1.2] 0 

Revenue Model H [2.1] : Relationship between the revenue generated and 

the type of revenue model followed 

H [2.1] 0 

H [2.2] : Relationship between the revenue generated and 

whether multiple revenue models are being followed 

H [2.2] 0 

Application 

Developed 

H [3.1] : Relationship between the revenue generated and 

the type of applications that are being developed 

H [3.1] 0 

H [3.2] : Relationship between the revenue generated and 

whether multiple applications are being developed 

H [3.2] A 

The third and the final objective is to develop a framework for investors to plan out their 

investments by looking at the business models, revenue models, applications developed 

and some other factors. Table 5.2 describes the research findings identified from the 

analysis done in Chapter 4.  
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 Table 5-2 Summary of the research findings 

D
im

en
sio

n 
Factor Has a 

relationship 

with the 

generated 

revenue? 

Summary 
Bu

sin
es

s M
od

el
s 

Type of 

business 

model 

No Through the statistical analysis it was found out 

that the type of business model does not have an 

impact on the generated revenue. Therefore by 

following a particular business model one cannot 

say that they would be able to earn more revenue. 

Nevertheless through the cross tabulation 

statistics we can conclude that companies who 

have followed the business model OSS and 

Commercial Versions have been generating more 

revenue than other models. 

Type of 

license used 

No The analysis did not prove that there is a 

relationship between the type of license followed 

and the revenue generated but the cross tabulation 

statistics show that most of the companies are 

using GPL license and out of the entire sample 

seventy percent of the companies who use GPL 

license have been able to generate revenue 

between 20 – 100 million dollars. Therefore this 

can be considered as a success factor for investors 

who are planning to invest on such a company. 
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R
ev

en
ue

 M
od

el
 

Type of 

Revenue 

model 

No There seem to be no impact on the revenue 

generated from the type of revenue model being 

followed and this cannot be taken as an 

influencing factor. On the other hand the 

companies who have been following revenue 

models ITSC, Subscription and both models 

together, have been able to generate more 

revenue in the range of 20 – 100 million dollars 

than companies who have followed other models. 

Therefore an investor who is looking at start up 

open source companies should concentrate more 

on companies who follows these mentioned 

revenue models. 

Multiple 

revenue 

models 

followed 

No The statistics on this area too did not provide any 

relationship among the variables concluding that 

there is no relationship among the revenue 

models and multiple revenue models being 

followed. Even by looking at the cross tabulation 

statistics no relationship could be created. From 

both methods, the companies who have been able 

to generate revenue between 20 – 100 million 

dollars seems to be the same. Therefore whether 

you adopt one or more models, there is no impact 

on the revenue generated. This will not be of a 

good indicator for the investors. 
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A
pp

lic
at

io
ns

 d
ev

el
op

ed
 

Type of 

application 

developed 

No The analysis done on this variable too did not 

show any impact on the generated revenue. Most 

of the applications developed seem to generate a 

revenue value less than 20 million dollars. Out of 

these, some companies who develop applications 

such as database applications, Development tools 

and Network related applications seems to be  

capable of generating revenues between 20 – 100 

million dollars but this number is very low and 

may not be very useful for any investor. On the 

other hand there seem to be quite a large number 

of enterprise application building companies. 

Therefore investors could skip these type of 

companies and target companies who develop 

applications like middleware since the companies 

who develop such applications are quite low and 

more users could be attracted. 

Develop 

multiple 

applications 

Yes This variable seem to be have an impact on the 

revenue generation. Even by looking at the cross 

tabulation statistics a relationship is visible. Out 

of all the companies, the ones which build 

multiple applications seems to be generating 

higher revenue than companies who develop a 

single type of application. Thus this can be 

considered as an influencing factor for revenue 

generation of open source companies and is a 

good indicator for the investors. 
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From the research findings listed in Table 5.2, the factors which influence the revenue 

generation of open source companies can be shown graphically as shown in Figure 5.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 5-1 Factors influencing revenue generation of open source companies 

 

The results obtained from the research study helps to conclude that the dominating 

factors of open source companies such as business model, revenue model, application 

developed are not influencing the generated revenue of these companies. 
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5.3 Recommendations 

By looking at the research findings it was found out that there doesn't seems to be any 

impact from the business model followed, revenue model adopted and applications 

developed on the revenue generation. Therefore it is recommended not to concentrate 

only on business models, revenue models or type of applications being followed when 

determining the revenue generation. Nevertheless, by looking at the frequencies and cross 

tabulation statistics, some recommendations could be made. As an example the business 

models OSS and Commercial versions and Pure Open source models can be 

recommended to be followed in order to generate a higher revenue. With regard to 

licenses followed GPL can be recommended as a good license type to be followed by 

looking at the cross tabulation statistics since the number of companies who have been 

able to generate a revenue between 20 – 100 million dollars are using GPL as the license 

type. With regard to revenue models it could be recommended that revenue models ITSC 

and Subscription methods should be followed to target a higher revenue. Also when 

concerning applications that are being developed within the companies it could be 

recommended to build more business/office applications, database applications, 

development tools and network related applications. 

 

5.4 Enhancements to future researches 

By looking at the analysis done throughout the study author would propose future 

extensions that could be incorporated to this area of interest. Currently the research was 

done considering the factors business models, revenue models, license types and 

application types only. For future work, other factors such as exit plans, country located, 

regions being served, number of employees, number of years in business, technology 

used, product marketing strategy, etc could be used. These factors would probably build 

up relationships with the revenue generated of the companies.  
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In addition to this, a 3D model could be created with these mentioned factors. As an 

example, if a person wants to find out what type of business model should be followed by 

companies who are located in a particular geographical area who develops a certain type 

of an application, such a 3D model would be very beneficial.  

 

5.5 Summary 

The final chapter summarizes all the aspects that were researched upon in relation to the 

research area of open source software companies. This chapter discussed the objectives 

that were initially planned to be achieved by the author as depicted in Chapter 1. 

Afterward, the recommendations that could be given from the research study was 

discussed. These recommendations were given by looking at the analysis done in Chapter 

4. Finally some future extensions which could be incorporated to this research context 

were explained that could be beneficial to anyone who are planning to invest on open 

source companies. 
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